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100 meters from the sandy beach

The diagnostics of materials and industrial components is the heart and the focal point of the conference. Modern diagnostics, especially based on non-destructive techniques has been increasingly applied in industry. The main areas of use are - safety enhancement, quality control, maintenance process advancement. Smart diagnostics available online constitutes one of the new 4.0 industry pillars.

THEMATIC SCOPE
• MODERN DIAGNOSTICS - OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
  preventive
  and predictive diagnostics as the opportunity
  and competitive advantage in the 4.0
  industry era, the tool for improved safety
• DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT TOOLS
  funds, institutions and support
  programmes, science-industry
  cooperation, legal aspects
  i supervisory authorities
• FUTURE OF DIAGNOSTICS
  current trends and research
  directions, promising scientific
  discoveries
  which offer the prospect for practical
  applications. Innovations and interdisciplinary solutions

OPEN FORMAT
• presentations, papers, poster sessions
• networking - industry, business, science, innovators and start-ups
• experts and business insiders’ panel discussions
• technology and diagnostic equipment
  presented live
• innovators and start-ups’ space and competition

START-UP IDEA SPACE
• selected materials published in
  Advances in Material Science (AMS)

DO YOU WANT TO CO-CREATE THE
CONFERENCE? Are you facing a challenge? Do you offers industrial diagnostics solution? Would you like to share your knowledge and experience?
Are you interested in particular topics?
GET IN TOUCH WITH US!

PARTICIPANTS
• scientific milieus from Poland and abroad
• technical and industry management
• companies
  which develop and offer modern NDT technologies
• supervisory and support institutions
• innovators, start-ups and young, creative scientists

CONFERENCE BUREAU
Joanna Adamczyk
adamczyk.joanna@targikielce.pl
tel: +48 41 365 12 14
+48 696 084 313